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Abstract – Power system operators must ensure robust, secure and reliable power system operation even 

with a large scale integration of wind power. Electricity generated from the intermittent wind in large propor-

tion may impact on the control of power system balance and thus deviations in the power system frequency in 

small or islanded power systems or tie line power flows in interconnected power systems. Therefore, the large 

scale integration of wind power into the power system strongly concerns the secure and stable grid operation. 

To ensure the stable power system operation, the evolving power system has to be analysed with improved 

analytical tools and techniques. This paper proposes techniques for the active power balance control in future 

power systems with the large scale wind power integration, where power balancing model provides the hour-

ahead dispatch plan with reduced planning horizon and the real time imbalances are minimized with automatic 

generation controller and the programmed to regulate active power reserves. 
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1 Introduction 

Electricity generation from wind power has increased significantly during the last decade. Wind power is 

increasingly being viewed as a mainstream electricity supply technology as it has very low CO2 lifetime emis-

sion, significantly exploitable resource potential, no cost uncertainties from fuel supply price fluctuations, can 

be rapidly installed and opportunities for industrial, economic and rural development. Therefore, globally 318 

GW of wind power capacity has been installed till the end of 2013, where 35 GW was only installed in 2013 

[1]. China holds the largest capacity of wind power plants worldwide with 91.4 GW of installed wind power. 

Other countries having large wind power capacities are United States (61 GW), Germany (34.2 GW), Spain 

(22.95 GW) and India (20.15 GW) [1]. 

Denmark being the pioneer of electricity generation from wind power is among the top 10 countries having 

the largest wind power capacity. It has worldwide the highest wind power penetration level with respect to the 

total generation, with the generating capacity of 4.79 GW [2]. The installed wind power generated 11.1 TWh 

during the year 2013 and shares 33.2% of the electricity generation in the entire year, when the total electricity 

generation in the Danish grid was 33.5 TWh [2]. 

In the future, these levels are expected to be increased according to the political and environmental policies. 

Therefore, large scale integration of wind power into the power system may risk the secure and stable grid 

operation without consideration of the wind variability. The problems that need to be addressed include fre-

quency control, power balance control, voltage stability, reserves and transmission capacity [3]. Frequency 

control problems are more prominent in small and islanded power systems. Accordingly, in a large intercon-

nected power system, such as Denmark connected to European power system, power balance is one of the main 

challenges that need to be evaluated for large scale integration of wind power. Wind power forecast contributes 

considerably to the power balance control, as the inaccurate wind forecast disrupts the cost effective generation 

schedule and could reduce system stability. The system operators concerns on how to integrate a significant 

amount of this intermittent wind power without disrupting the power system balance control. 
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The paper presents a platform for the active power balance control in a large scale wind power integrated 

power system. This methodology consists of a dynamic power system model implemented in Powerfactory 

DigSilent with hour-ahead active power set values for the conventional generation and consumption, and the 

forecasted wind power from Simulation power Balancing (SimBa) tool. Consequently, the simulation results 

will be presented for an example of Danish power system as a benchmark of the proposed platform. A dynamic 

power system model for long term dynamic simulations studies has been developed, representing relevant dy-

namic features of the power plants and compensates for imbalances between load and generation by regulating 

the active power production in real time. The present developed power system model includes models for the 

Automatic Generation Control (AGC) system, centralised or de-centralised Combined Heat and Power plant 

(CHP and DCHP), Wind Power Plant (WPP) and interconnections with neighbouring power systems. The high-

ly wind power integrated power system model is using hour-ahead schedule information on power generation, 

power demand and power exchange as input, with five minute dispatch plan. The hour-ahead plan is generated 

by SimBa model, developed by the Danish TSO (Energinet) together with the Technical University of Den-

mark. 

The paper is structure as follows; a brief description of the impact of inaccurate wind power forecast in a 

highly wind power integrated power system is provided in Section II. The implemented power system model 

with high share of wind power is then described in Section III, while power balancing techniques and simula-

tion results are shown and analysed in Section IV. Finally, Section V draws the partial conclusions of this 

study. 

2 Impact of inaccurate wind power forecast 

Power system must keep the supply and demand power in close balance at all times. In traditional power 

systems, the average load almost varies in predictable patterns, except for the unforeseen events. These varia-

tions are compensated in real time through additional generation capacity kept as reserves. Introducing wind 

generation can increase the regulation burden and need for reserves, due to its natural intermittency. Wind 

power impacts the reliable power system operation and it depends on their penetration level, and also on the 

power system size, generation capacity mix, load variation and the interconnection with neighbouring power 

systems. The intermittent nature of wind power may lead to a power balancing problems in a highly wind pow-

er integrated power system can deviate the system frequency from its nominal level and the tie line power ex-

change from planned and cost effective generation schedule. The large scale integration of wind power there-

fore challenges the system operators to maintain a close balance between production and consumption in their 

individual power systems and the tie line interchange at its schedule. 

Wind power forecast plays an important role in this regard, as for example. in a current Danish power sys-

tem, a single m/s increase or decrease in a wind speed between 5 – 15 m/s will generate a power imbalance of 

approximate 350 MW [4]. The developed control methods and the available reserves are suitable to deal with 

the variable wind power supply in the existing power systems. However, operation and control methods need to 

be reviewed for future integration of wind power as wind power plants will be replacing the conventional pow-

er plants in modern power system. 

3 Power system modelling 

Power system model has been developed to study the active power balance control in a modern power sys-

tem with high wind power penetration level, where more than 50% of the electricity is generated by the wind 

power. The developed power system model reflects the most relevant dynamics of the power system with re-

spect to active power balancing control issues. It includes the AGC system, aggregated models for the CHP, 

DCHP and WPP and the interconnections with neighbouring power system, as shown in Figure 1. 
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The response time and ramp rates associated with CHP and DCHP models are in order of minutes and are 

the dominant characteristic for power system studies. An aggregated CHP model consists of a thermal boiler, a 

boiler turbine controller, a steam turbine and a speed governor, while, an aggregated DCHP model includes gas 

turbine and a speed governor. The speed governor of the generating units activates the primary reserves, i.e. 

Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR), if the frequency deviates by ±0.01 Hz. The amount of FCR depends 

on the droop characteristic of the governor of each generating unit (i.e. 4% in this study) and the available ca-

pacity. The reference power signal for the conventional generating units is calculated from the hour-ahead 

schedule generated by SimBa and the power correction from the AGC, i.e. Frequency Restoration Reserves 

(FRR). The CHP power plant also activates the regulating reserves, i.e. Replacement Reserves (RR), to reduce 

the real time imbalance in the power system. 

 
Figure 1: Power system model 

An aggregated WPP model is also modelled for the active power control purpose, where the power refer-

ence is decided based on the available wind power, primary response and the secondary response from an 

AGC. 

4 Techniques for balancing power system operation 

In deregulated power systems, the electricity is traded in electricity markets by the balance responsible 

companies that can produce, consume or retail. The balance responsible balances the power system for every 

operating period to one hour in advance of the actual operation hour. The unpredictable wind nature or other 

non-contingent events might create power imbalance within the actual operating hour. These imbalances are 

then minimized in real time by primary and secondary responses and also by activating the reserve power, 

within minutes, from regulating power market. 

To study the power system balance operation with large scale of wind power, a specific day is considered 

when conventional power plants generated 33.15 GWh of electricity, while wind power generated 43.22 GWh, 

i.e. 56.59% of the total electricity production, with total load demand of 43.76 GWh. The hour-ahead balance 

power schedule is provided by SimBa and the real time imbalances are compensated by varying the production 

from CHP and WPP using an AGC and also by programmed control of regulating reserves. 

4.1 Hour-head balancing operation 

Conventional market models are simulating optimal unit commitment and dispatch of generation units with 

one hour resolution, based on input time series for consumption and renewable power generation [5]. However 

to cope with the inaccurate wind power forecast in a highly wind power integrated power system, it is needed 

to activate the dispatch power with reduced planning horizon in order to decrease the real time regulating bur-

den. SimBa releases an hour-ahead dispatch plan in a time scale of five minutes to manage the power imbal-

ances in a highly wind power integrated power system. It takes hour-ahead wind power forecasts, estimates the 

wind power fluctuation within each operating hour and calculates the available wind power with a five minute 
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time resolution. Based on the simulated hour-ahead wind power forecast and the day-ahead power production 

plan from the spot market, it provides dispatch plan for generating units and power exchange with neighbour-

ing power system. However due to the uncertain nature of wind, the wind power within the operating hour may 

not be the same as its estimated value and this aspect can create power imbalance within the operating hour. 

The amount of power imbalance seen by the developed power system model in this study, using hour-ahead 

schedule from SimBa, is shown in Figure 2. The figure also shows the hour-ahead wind power forecast error 

during the same period. 

 
Figure 2: Power imbalance and wind forecast error 

The power imbalance within the operating hour is due to the hour-ahead wind power forecast error, as Fig-

ure 2 compares the two power imbalances. The power imbalance will deviate the system frequency from its 

nominal level and the interchange power from hour-ahead schedule. The power imbalance is minimized in real 

time by adjusting the production from CHP and WPP in real time.   

4.2 Real time balance operation 

Active power reserves are always needed to keep the power system in balance and their amount depends al-

so on the wind power penetration level and wind power forecast. The reserves are typically needed from fast 

conventional generating units to increase the system reliability and to ensure the power supply security. Ac-

cording to European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), the type of re-

serves needed to keep the power system in balance can be classified as FCR, FRR and RR. In this study, the 

FCR is activated from all generating units; FRR is automatically activated from CHP and WPP through an 

AGC and RR only from CHP. 

The generating units of the developed power system model responds to the power imbalance shown in Fig-

ure 2, by activating the FCR within 30 seconds for constant containment of frequency deviations and to con-

stantly maintain the power balance in the whole synchronously interconnected system. The AGC responds 

afterwards and activates the FRR within 5 – 10 minutes, in order to maintain the active power balance in the 

power system and the power exchange with neighbouring power system at its schedule. The activation of FRR 

will also replace the FCR. Figure 3 shows and compare the power imbalance in the power system after the 

activation of FRR and the hour-ahead power imbalance. 

 
Figure 3: Power imbalance after FRR 
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The AGC activates the FCR with a coordinated control strategy between the CHP and the WPP. The CHP 

participate in up or down active power regulation, whereas the AGC down regulates the active power produc-

tion from WPP only in case of generation excess and when CHP operate at their minimum limits or CHP dis-

patch reaches its lower limit. The AGC strategy integrates the WPP efficiently in secondary control by down 

regulating their production only in case of generation excess and utilizes the available wind power in case of 

generation deficiency. 

The remaining power imbalance after the AGC response is minimized by the programmed activation of RR. 

These reserves are activated from CHP by an algorithm, designed to simulate the actions similar to the control 

room to tackle the real time power imbalances. The developed algorithm activates the regulating bids to reduce 

the real time power imbalances in the power system and make power system operation more reliable. The pow-

er imbalance after the activation of RR is compared in Figure 4 with the hour-ahead power imbalance and the 

power imbalance after AGC response. It can be seen that the imbalance has substantially reduced in a power 

system, where more than 50% of the total electricity is generated by wind power. 

 
Figure 4: Final Power Imbalance 

5 Conclusion 

The integration of large amounts of wind power into the power system results in an extraordinary challeng-

es e.g. power system balance control. The regulating reserves and its effective control are always needed to 

maintain active power in close balance. This paper proposes a platform for active power balance control, where 

hour-ahead dispatch plan with reduced planning horizon minimizes the real time regulation burden and the 

AGC with programmed control of regulating reserves makes the power system operation more reliable. The 

study performed and presented in this paper shows how power imbalances between load and generation, caused 

by wind power forecast error, can be compensated effectively by  regulating the power from CHP and WPP in 

real time. The algorithm activates the regulating power from CHP while the AGC provides the required sec-

ondary response from CHP and WPP. However, better forecasting of wind speed and the load demand is still 

desirable for operational security of highly wind power integrated power system. 
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